Drawing inspiration from
the ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘80s
our cut and color design
team give you modern
twists to retro looks. We’ve
reinvented some of the
classic movie iconic styles
such as Twiggy, Farrah,
Goldie and Cher, all while
creating looks that transition
from season-to-season,
without complication.

From the Education &
Design Team of

Front Sectioning
Section hair from
the top of ear
across head to
top of opposite
ear. Comb
front section
forward and out
of way. Note: The
back and front are disconnected!

Back Sectioning
Start at top of center
round and take
two subsections to
the top of center
flats and secure.
Just under this
section, take two
more subsections from
top of center flat to top of occipital
area and secure.

Cutting Back Crown

Cutting Middle Back/Nape Sections

Comb top sections down. Take a
1” subsection in the center, hold
section out at 90 degree, straight
off head. Begin cutting this
section utilizing the top of
the previously cut center flat
section as a guide. Continue
to cut the center crown area,
to produce a round shape in
the crown area.

Drop the center flat sections.
Take a 1" section in the
center of the flat sections
and comb the hair straight
out from the head; hold
hair 45˚ from vertical. Cut
to 1" in length at the bottom
of the section. Use a traveling
guide to complete the entire back
sections. Stop behind the ears.

Cutting Side Sections

Cutting Fringe

Note: Comb side sections
down in natural fall. Begin
by cutting side section just
in front of ear horizontally
to the outside corner of
the eye. Duplicate this
on opposite side of
the head.

After cutting both side sections,
comb the fringe down at
natural fall in front. Begin
at the outside corner of the
eye, utilizing the side section
that was previously cut as a
guide; cut straight across.
Duplicate on opposite side.

Color Technique

Section a diamond shape; from main
weave toward the front of both triangle
balance point to crown of head and
sections. Place color on top portion of
sub-divide into two triangles. Clip and
Gothic Weave (below).
secure. In front of both triangles, take a
½” section off triangle. Create one Gothic

Completed Color Blocking

To complete triangle sections; take
fine slices, placing vertical foils
through-out both sections.

COLOR FORMULA:

Using Tressa’s LITEnUP Powder, Irresistible Deposit-Only Color and LITEWORX Lift & Tone System
Our model was a Natural Level 6 Light Brown
Step 1: Pre-lighten w/LITEnUP Dual
Moisturizing Powder
3 scoops LITEnUP + 2oz. 10 Vol
Processing Cream

Step 2: Color Foil Blocking Area
1oz. 6N Irresistible Deposit-Only
Color + 1oz. Irresistible Processor

Step 3: Apply LITEWORX to all hair outside foils
1oz. 12V LITEWORX Toner + 1oz.10 Vol
Processing Cream
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Color Blocking Front Sectioning

Front Sectioning

Side Sectioning

From main balance point,
take a triangle section
to the parietal ridge
(round of head). Point
of triangle should be
pointing toward crown.
Pivot off of main balance
point creating two more
triangles. Note: triangle points should be
facing one another.

Back Sectioning

Starting from main
balance point, take
your sections down
to the tip of ear (side
plane) subsection
into two sections for
control; this will create
two triangles.

Take back right side panel
and subsection into two
square sections. They
both should be 1½" in
width. Take middle back
panel and section into
two square sections. Note:
Lower square should stop
at occipital bone. Repeat section on back
right and left side panel.

Cutting Heart Shaped Fringe

Cutting Nape, Back & Side Sections
Nape: Leave the length at 2". Cut evenly around the nape
utilizing the planes of the head with razor.
Back & Side: Take complete bottom section down. Begin
in middle section by picking entire section up, comb
hair straight out from head; place razor underneath
the length of hair and cut, scooping the section from
the mid-length of the hair, staying away from the ends
to create texture and volume. Continue this process
through all back and side sections.

Be sure to check eyebrow shape; check
symmetry and correct. Comb the
hair down. Establish guide in the
center by taking a small triangle
section on each side of the part
and cut straight across. Next, take
a 1" subsection on the right side
and angle up to center. Cut the next
two subsections at a slight angle, just past the outside
corner of each eye. Repeat on opposite side.

Color Technique
Sectioning for Color Blocking: Refer to sectioning above
and duplicate
Pre-lighten 1" Fringe:
Step 1: Take a 1" section from around face, secure.
Step 2: Behind that section take another 1" wide section; this will include from top
of each ear over to opposite ear. Pre-lighten with LITEnUP to a red stage. Rinse and
shampoo with Replenishing Shampoo.

COLOR FORMULA:

Using Tressa’s
Colourage Permanent Translucent Gel Color &
Xtremers Haircolor

Application:

Colourage: 1oz. 1N Colourage Color + 2oz. 10
Vol Processing Cream

Step 2: Apply Xtremers Red formula to entire prelightened fringe section on top of head and process.
Shampoo with Replenishing Shampoo; rinse.

Xtremers Red: Direct color – apply generously

Step 1: Apply Colourage formula to entire head and
process. Shampoo with Replenishing Shampoo; rinse.

Top Sectioning
Take a diamond
section on top
starting from
middle of the
eyebrow back
1" below the
crown. Note:
Each side point
should be pointing towards top
of ears and have a width of 4"
across the main balance point.

Middle Sectioning
Make a
diagonal
section
starting
at the left
temporal
area down to
the middle of
the side left plane to the round
of the side left. Back down to
the center left and back up to
the center round.

Razor Technique

Cutting Fringe & Short Fringe

The razor is placed under the
section of hair length and
sliced slowly toward the
ends. This technique creates
undercutting and texture at
the same time.

Cutting Top & Middle Sections
Begin in middle back. Drop
two back sections, take ½ of
each section and combine.
Pull straight out from head,
place razor ¾ down hair
shaft, slice underneath
section making hair no
shorter than 7" in this section.
Duplicate this on the two side sections.

Cutting Perimeter

Create a “V”section on top of
head, from top of crown to
the outside corner of each
eye. Comb “V” section
straight out directing it
over left eye. Place
razor at back of section
at a 45˚ angle and cut
going from 4", increase
length as you move
across section to opposite
side. Short Fringe: To
measure the starting point,
use the shortest length as a
guide and pull hair straight
down and cut to blend side.
Be careful not to cut the length short on the
sides. The perimeter is disconnected.

Pleating

Cut the perimeter to the
desired length with
zero elevation. The
finish may be blunt
or wispy.

Pleating the hair will blend in the top to
the bottom section. Use your eye for
balance. It should look connected
but not in a technical manner. Style
and dress hair. You may have
to personalize the cut for weight
distribution for entire cut area.

Color Technique
Pre-lighten We pre-lightened Kiera’s hair to a
red/orange stage to even out her overall color.

Formula:

Using LITEnUP Dual Moisturizing Powder
2 scoops + 3oz. 10vol Processing Cream

COLOR FORMULA:

Top Sectioning Take a diamond section

on top starting from middle of eyebrow to
back 1" below the crown. Secure.
Note: Each side point should be pointing
towards top of ears and have a width of 4"
across the main balance point.

Middle Sectioning Take zig zag parting
below top section, creating diamond
sections throughout side planes and back
planes of the head. Secure.
Note: Sections (one on each side and two
in back) should be 1½” to 2” in width.

Using Tressa’s Irresistible Deposit-Only Color
Top: 1oz. 8G + 1oz. 6RO + 2oz. Irresistible Processor
Application: Begin with bottom section applying
the darkest color; middle section with next light
Middle: 1oz. 6G + 1oz. 6RO + 2oz. Irresistible Processor
color and top with the lightest color formula.
Bottom: 1oz. 4RO + 1oz. Irresistible Processor

